Abstract: The differences in solubility of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) and poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) were addressed by applying atomistic Monte Carlo simulation techniques. Polymer segments consisting of nine monomer units serve as model compounds for polymer chains. As a measure of intermolecular interactions with the solvent environment, cohesion energies of the polymer segments embedded in either the corresponding monomer or in CO 2 were calculated. Only in case of PMA segments in CO 2 environment, specific interactions between polymer segments were identified. This finding is in agreement with experimental results on phase behaviour and propagation kinetics.
Introduction
Supercritical CO 2 (scCO 2 ) is an interesting solvent for chemical processes because of its environmental friendliness. For polymerizations, polymer modifications, and polymer processing, scCO 2 is an attractive alternative to using low volatile organic compounds, as scCO 2 is inert and significantly reduces viscosity. However, it is known that most conventional polymers, such as polystyrene, polyacrylates, and polymethacrylates, show only a very limited solubility in scCO 2 [1] . Interestingly, poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) has been reported to be fairly soluble in scCO 2 , whereas the isomeric poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) is almost insoluble in scCO 2 [2] . Differences in intermolecular interactions will be responsible for the rather dissimilar phase behaviour and for differences in kinetic properties. The presence of CO 2 significantly influences the propagation rate of MA [3] , whereas no such effect is seen with VAc [4] . It was suggested that the observed reduction of apparent propagation rate with MA and other (meth)acrylates is due to changes in the local environment at the site of the propagating radical.
The differences in solubility of PVAc and PMA in compressed CO 2 were first reported by Rindfleisch et al. in 1996 [2] . It was suggested that the polymer backbone in PVAc is more easily accessible than in PMA, which leads to better solubility. Recently, interactions between single CO 2 molecules and low molecular weight species of vinyl 1 acetate or acrylate type were studied by ab initio calculations [5] . It was shown that specific interactions between VAc and CO 2 occur. However, it was also concluded that such interactions between monomer and CO 2 provide no explanation for the differences in phase behaviour of PVAc and PMA in scCO 2 [6] .
Within the present paper, the solvation of PMA and PVAc by either the corresponding monomer or by CO 2 was modelled. Information on solvation is derived from simulations of polymer aggregates applying Monte Carlo methods. In order to compromise between (i) the need of modelling real polymer molecules for obtaining a realistic picture of the solvation process and (ii) the requirement of limiting the calculation effort needed for obtaining reliable statistics, it was decided to model 9-mers of MA and VAc, representing an extended segment of a polymer chain. First, the solvation of a polymer segment by either CO 2 or by the corresponding monomer will be considered. Second, the inter-and intramolecular interactions between two polymer segments will be taken into account by a so-called docking procedure of the two polymer segments, before the entire ensemble is solvated. The docking procedure brings two polymer segments in close contact without forming a bond.
Computational methods
A concept was developed for atomistic Monte Carlo simulations, in which molecules are positioned under consideration of excluded volumes (excluded volume constraint assembly packing -EVOCAP) [7] [8] [9] , thus allowing for a step-wise generation of larger molecular aggregates. A complete and homogeneous coverage, e.g., by solvent molecules, to yield realistic densities, may be achieved by formation of the molecular packing followed by a global search for structurally and energetically favourable positions with local optimizations being carried out.
The MM3 force field [10] is applied to calculate interaction energies. This force field is commonly used for modelling organic molecules. It is universally applicable and specific chemical environments are parameterized with high accuracy. Since in our application intermolecular interactions are of great importance, the use of the MM3 van der Waals potential is advantageous, because it is particularly accurate for the description of close contacts between the molecules. Details are given in ref. [10] .
The employed charge equilibration (Qeq) method [11, 12] allows for calculation of conformation-dependent partial charges. This method is based on semi-empirical quantum-mechanical calculations and determines the partial charges through electronegativity equilibration. In the packed molecular systems the chemical environment of the molecule also accounts for the partial charges in all molecules. Electrostatic fields due to the molecular environment are included into the electronegativity equilibration. Based on these atomistic Monte Carlo simulations, CT-complexes in solvent environments [7] , polymer conformations in different solvents [8] , polymer complexation, and the relative strength of H-bonding within blends [8] were already investigated.
In the present study the solvation of PMA and PVAc polymer segments by either CO 2 or the corresponding monomer will be modelled for polymer segments, consisting of nine monomer units. The principles of generation and analysis of aggregates consisting of either one or two such polymer segments in their solvent environment is described in the subsequent section. The energy calculations and the optimizations of geometries were carried out with the program TINKER [13] using the MM3 force field [10] .
The individual steps of the procedure are:
The generation of a conformation set of either a single 9-mer or of two such 9-mers
The structures of polymer segments, monomers, and CO 2 are generated by using the program Cerius2 [14] . For each polymer segment a set of more than 1000 conformers is produced and all conformations of the molecules are optimized. Segment pairs are obtained from docking of two 9-mers via the program EVOCAP followed by an optimization applying a MM3 force field.
Solvation procedure
The EVOCAP algorithm is used to solvate isolated or aggregated polymer segments. A random sampling procedure is applied to place the solvent molecule at a structurally and energetically favourable position inside the aggregate (global optimization) followed by a local optimization in which the conformation of the molecule remains unchanged. Ten random sampling routines are carried out and the interaction energies are analyzed with respect to the non-bonding potential functions of the MM3 force field. This procedure is repeated until a pre-defined solvent shell is filled, which represents the local environment of the polymer segments. The solvent shell has a size of 0.6 nm measured from each atom of the solvated polymer segment. After 1000 unsuccessful trials of positioning a further molecule into the shell, solvation is regarded as being complete. The geometry of the entire ensemble consisting of a polymer segment and solvent molecules is optimized resulting in compressed aggregates. Additional solvent molecules may then be added to the solvent shell before a final optimization is carried out. This solvation procedure is illustrated for 9-mers of MA ('PMA') solvated by MA in Fig. 1 . In part A of Fig. 1 , an MA molecule is brought into contact with a PMA segment. Fig. 1 B shows the situation after the random sampling procedure and optimization have been carried out. Fig. 1 C illustrates the situation of a polymer segment with completely filled solvent shell. The compressed solvent shell situation obtained after performing a full force field optimization of the entire aggregate consisting of PMA molecules is depicted in Fig. 1 D. 
3) Generation of pairs of polymer segments
In order to solvate pairs of polymer segments, the same procedure as outlined for individual polymer segments is applied. The calculation of atomic charges using the Qeq-method [11, 12] is carried out at several stages: (i) for each conformation of isolated molecules (polymer segments, monomer, CO 2 ), (ii) after the random sampling procedure, and (iii) following each geometry optimization.
Results and discussion
The interaction of the polymer segments was studied for two different cases: First, isolated polymer segments are considered in an environment of either the corresponding monomer or CO 2 . Second, the interactions between two polymer segments are quantified for different solvent environments.
Solvation of isolated polymer segments by the corresponding monomer or by CO 2
We are interested in the systems: 'PMA'-MA, 'PMA'-CO 2 , 'PVAc'-VAc, and 'PVAc'-CO 2 . The aggregates consisting of a polymer segment with solvent shell are characterized by an energy E aggregate . The cohesion interaction energy, E cohes , for each aggregate is defined according to Eq. (1):
where E polymer segment is the energy of the isolated polymer segment and E solvent shell is the energy of the solvent shell. E cohes is calculated for each individual aggregate. The number of solvent molecules within the completely filled solvent shell may differ slightly from aggregate to aggregate. Only solvent molecules that contribute significantly to the intermolecular interactions are considered in the calculation according to Eq. (1). This equation is only applicable to individual aggregates and not to average values of E aggregate , E polymer segment , and E solvent shell . These cohesion energies were calculated as a measure for the quality of solvation of the polymer segment.
The calculated and normalized distributions of cohesion energy are depicted in Fig. 2 . Each distribution may well be represented by a Gaussian function. The results for 'PMA' are shown on the l.h.s. and for 'PVAc' on the r.h.s. The circles refer to solvation in CO 2 and the triangles to solvation by the corresponding monomer. It is clearly seen that for both polymers the cohesion energy for solvation in the associated monomer is lower than for solvation in CO 2 , which indicates that the monomer is a better solvent for the polymer than is CO 2 . The difference in cohesion energies for polymer segments solvated by either CO 2 or the monomer, as can be seen from Fig. 2 , is higher in case of 'PMA', by 31 kJ/mol. The modelling allows for reliable estimates of differences in cohesion energies, whereas the absolute values are less informative. In particular, cohesion energies for polymer segments composed of MA units should not be compared with cohesion energies deduced for the VAc system. This result from simulation, which says that the solvation of 'PVAc' in CO 2 and in its monomer is less dissimilar than is the case with 'PMA', is consistent with the reported better solubility in CO 2 of PVAc than of PMA [2] . 
Interactions between polymer segments
So far, simulations were carried out for a single relatively small polymer segment. Contributions to solvation from polymer coiling and from intra-and intermolecular interactions of polymeric segments were not included. In order to, at least partly, account for these effects, interactions of pairs of polymer segments in a solvent environment of either the monomer or of CO 2 were modelled. Such polymer pairs, which are illustrated schematically in Fig. 3 A and B , respectively, serve as model systems for estimates of inter-and intramolecular interactions.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of inter-(A) and intramolecular (B) interactions of polymer segments
Two polymer segments were docked using the EVOCAP method (see Computational methods). The docked polymer segments were solvated by either the corresponding monomer or by CO 2 . At least 500 aggregates of the two polymer segments embedded in their solvent environment were built up. The interaction energy between the two polymer segments, E interaction , is estimated according to Eq. (2) [15] :
with the energy of the docked polymer segments, E polymer pair , and the energies of the isolated polymer segments, E polymer 1 and E polymer 2 . The interaction energies in CO 2 for both systems are presented in Fig. 4 , with the data for the 'PVAc'-'PVAc' pair given on the l.h.s. and for the 'PMA'-'PMA' pair on the r.h.s. A Gaussian function adequately represents the distribution of interaction energies within 'PVAc'-'PVAc' pairs in solution of CO 2 . In contrast, the estimated interaction energies for 'PMA'-'PMA' pairs does not fit a Gaussian distribution, which suggests that specific interaction between MA units of the 9-mers are operative in a CO 2 environment. The docked polymer segments have also been embedded within an environment made up of the corresponding monomer. In both cases the interaction energy distribution exhibits a close-to-Gaussian shape without any indication of specific interactions. The 'PMA'-'PMA' data were fitted by two Gaussian distributions (dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 4) . The distribution at lower (larger negative) energies, given by the dotted line, is assigned to the action of specific interactions between MA units of the 9-mers.
The occurrence of specific interactions between polymer segments for 'PMA' solvated by CO 2 is also consistent with the explanation given for the CO 2 influence on MA propagation kinetics [4] . The reduction of the propagation rate for MA in CO 2 was assigned to a 'local' monomer concentration at the macroradical site, which is below the overall MA concentration. The occurrence of segment-segment interactions with 'PMA' provides a reasonable explanation for the lower monomer concentration in case of the 'PMA'-MA system. With VAc no CO 2 influence on the propagation kinetics is seen, which may be due to a smaller difference of 'PVAc' solvation in VAc and in CO 2 . 6
Conclusions
The simulation results on isolated and docked polymer segments in both the corresponding monomer and in CO 2 indicate that the difference in solvation energy is smaller for 'PVAc' than for 'PMA'. Specific interactions between 'PMA' polymer segments occur in an environment of CO 2 , whereas the Monte Carlo simulations are not indicative of any such specific interactions between 'PVAc' segments. These findings are consistent with the arguments used for explaining the influence of CO 2 on the propagation kinetics in MA and VAc homopolymerizations.
Atomistic Monte Carlo simulation provides insight into the solvation of polymer segments. This strategy should also be valuable for studying the interaction of organic solvents with polymer segments and thus for understanding phase behaviour and propagation kinetics.
